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presumed implicit orienting of participants’ attention of these
studies, [1] directly manipulated endogenous orienting of
attention via training instructions to learn either consonant
categories or lexical meaning in an unfamiliar language. [2]
also explored this effect of attention during training by directing
participants’ attention to different new phonetic categories.
They found a positive effect of attention for American English
speakers learning Hindi consonants. However, the effect was
not found with vowels presumably because the accuracy of
vowel discrimination in the pre-training test was already too
high to allow an improvement in the post-training test.
The current study selects Quanzhou Southern Min as the
target language and its consonants and tones as target
categories. In Quanzhou Southern Min, there is a three-way
voicing contrast in initial consonants (voiced, voiceless
unaspirated, and voiceless aspirated) and five tones in
unchecked syllables—high-level (55), mid-level (33), lowlevel (22), falling (41) and rising (24). In contrast, Beijing
Mandarin has a two-way voicing contrast (voiceless
unaspirated and voiceless aspirated) and only one tone is level
(55). According to the Native Language Magnet model, nativelanguage experience warps the perceptual space of non-native
sounds and deviates it from the acoustic space as it should be
[14, 15]. Learners need to employ attentional resources to detect
the difference between native and non-native sounds and select
the most reliable acoustic cues for perceptual learning [16, 17].
Therefore, this study asks two research questions: 1) whether in
addition to facilitating the learning of consonants (as has been
earlier demonstrated) the directing of attention during
perceptual training also facilitates learning tones; and 2) do the
error patterns in discriminating phonetic contrasts reflect the
perceptual difficulties in learning Southern Min aspiration and
pitch for Mandarin speakers?

Abstract
Previous studies have shown that directing learners’ attention
during perceptual training facilitates detection and learning of
unfamiliar consonant categories [1, 2]. The current study asks
whether this attentional directing can also facilitate other types
of phonetic learning. Monolingual Mandarin speakers were
divided into two groups directed to learn either 1) the
consonants or 2) the tones in an identification training task with
the same set of Southern Min monosyllabic words containing
the consonants /pʰ, p, b, kh, k, ɡ, tɕʰ, tɕ, ɕ/ and the tones (55, 33,
22, 24, 41). All subjects were also tested with an AXB
discrimination task (with a distinct set of Southern Min words)
before and after the training. Unsurprisingly, both groups
improved accuracy in the sound type to which they attended.
However, the consonant-attending group did not improve in
discriminating tones after training and neither did the toneattending group in discriminating consonants -- despite both
groups having equal exposure to the same training stimuli.
When combined with previous results for consonant and vowel
training, these results suggest that explicitly directing learners’
attention has a broadly facilitative effect on phonetic learning
including of tonal contrasts.
Index Terms: attention, perceptual training, phonetic learning,
tone, Southern Min

1. Introduction
Attention can be oriented exogenously or endogenously [3, 4].
Exogenous orienting is the preferential focus of one’s attention
driven by particular external stimuli and is essentially bottomup and stimulus-driven attentional control. Endogenous
orienting is the directing of one’s own attention according to
one’s own goals or expectations. It is top-down and goaldirected attentional control. Endogenous attention can be
readily manipulated via experimental direction. Controlling
visual attention in experiments was found to play a crucial role
in learning the structure and meaning of languages [5, 6, 7, 8].
Controlling auditory attention also positively affects the results
of learning speech sounds in a novel or second language [1, 2,
9, 10, 11].
However, previous studies found no effect of manipulated
attention during testing in the discrimination tasks of nonnative phonetic contrasts [12, 13]. Previous studies of different
training conditions also found that learners did not pay equal
attention to speech-like phonetic cues that were emphasized [9].
Participants have been found to shift their attention from one
acoustic cue to another in training which used category-level
identification as feedback. Further, these trained acoustic cues
weighed more heavily in post-training tests [10, 11]. Unlike the
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2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Learner participants were 36 native speakers of Beijing
Mandarin that do not speak other Chinese languages. They had
no exposure to Southern Min before participating in this study.
Learners were randomly assigned to two groups in the
experiments: consonant-attending and tone-attending. Both
groups were presented with the same stimuli sets during both
training and testing, but received different instructions.
2.2. Stimuli
Recorded stimuli were created from native speakers of
Quanzhou Southern Min (four males and four females).
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2.2.1. Discrimination tests

the first token of the target sounds was extracted from the
carrier phrase. All the target tokens were RMS normalized to a
70dB intensity.
An AXB discrimination task with these target tokens was
designed with E-prime 2.0 and used in both pre-training and
post-training tests. Reaction time was recorded but not reported
in the current paper. Before these 228 trials (as described
above), there were five practice trials with different sounds to
familiarize the participants with the procedure. The same
discrimination test was used for both participant groups and for
both pre- and post-training testing.
After the initial discrimination test, participants went
through their first training session. First, participants were
exposed to the sound-image mapping paradigm (as in Figures 1
and 2) using a PowerPoint presentation. Then, in the actual
training trials (also designed with E-prime 2.0), after the
participant heard a sound and pressed a keypad key
corresponding to one of the images, feedback was immediately
shown on the screen: for the correct response, showing
“Correct”; for the incorrect response, showing “Incorrect” and
the correct image. The trial that received an incorrect response
would be repeated until there was a correct response before the
procedure would move to the next trial. Only the first-time
responses were recorded as the identification results. Both
groups were trained with the same 240 syllables produced by
four speakers different from the speakers who were used for the
discrimination test stimuli.
Participants then returned on a different day within three
days for a second session. This consisted of the same
identification task as the first training session, followed by the
post-training test, which was the same AXB discrimination test
as in the pre-training test.

Nine pairs of consonant contrast /b-p, p-pʰ, b-pʰ, ɡ-k, k-kʰ, ɡ-kʰ,
ɕ-tɕ, tɕ-tɕʰ, ɕ-tɕʰ/ and ten pairs of tone contrast (22-33, 33-55,
22-55, 22-24, 22-41, 33-24, 33-41, 55-24, 55-41, 24-41) in
Southern Min were tested in an AXB discrimination task [1, 2]
for the pre-training and post-training tests. Each pair uses three
different vowels from the Southern Min vowel list /i, e, a, ə, ɯ,
u, o, ɔ/. The AXB test therefore involves 27 pairs of syllables.
Each pair was designed in a paradigm of AAB, ABB, BBA, and
BAA with each of the three tokens in any AXB trial physically
distinct and produced by different speakers. Two female and
two male speakers of native Southern Min produced the 228
pairs of syllables. The speaker gender alternated in every trial
so that two successive tokens were always produced by
different genders.
2.2.2. Identification training
Each target sound was mapped to a figure displayed on the
computer screen during the training session. Consonants with
same place of articulation were mapped to the same shape and
those with same aspiration manner were mapped to the same
color (see Figure 1, which was presented to the consonantattending group). Tones were mapped to images indicating
pitch height and slope (see Figure 2, which was presented to the
tone-attending group). (The IPA and number characters of
consonants and tones are only shown in Figures 1 and 2 for
reader clarity were not shown in the training instructions to the
participants.) Thirty syllable-tone sequences were selected for
training of both consonants and tones. Each syllable-tone
sequence was produced two times by four speakers. Therefore,
there were 240 tokens used in the training sessions.

3. Results
The percent accuracy of the pre-training and post-training
discrimination tests were analyzed separately by attendinggroup in two-way repeated measures ANOVAs. In this
statistical model, subjects are already taken as a random factor
and the fixed factors are test (two levels: pre-training and posttraining) and sound (two levels: consonant and tone). The
results of both groups show no interaction between test and
sound but main effects of test in both the consonant-attending
group [F(1, 17)=8.736, p=0.009] and the tone-attending group
[F(1, 17)=8.945, p=0.008] and sound in both the consonantattending group [F(1, 17)=113.535, p<0.001] and the toneattending group [F(1, 17)=42.286, p<0.001]. Post hoc t-tests
show the accuracy of consonant discrimination in the posttraining test is significantly different from that of the pretraining test for the consonant-attending group [t(17)=3.516,
p=0.003] and the accuracy of tone discrimination in the posttraining test is significantly different from that of the pretraining test for the tone-attending group [t(17)=2.874,
p=0.011]. There is no statistical difference in the accuracy of
tone discrimination between the post-training test and the pretraining test for the consonant-attending group nor was there
any statistical difference in the accuracy of consonant
discrimination between the post-training test and the pretraining test for the tone-attending group. These results are
indicated in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 1: Consonant training paradigm.

Figure 2: Tone training paradigm.
2.3. Procedure
All the syllable-tone sequences in the stimuli are real words in
Quanzhou Southern Min. They were listed in a random order,
embedded in a carrier phrase of /X, tɕit24 li41 ɕi22 X li41/ (‘X,
this character is X character’) and recorded three times. Only
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attending group show main effects of test [F(1,17)=16.713,
p=0.001] and contrast [F(8,136)=9.176, p<0.001] (see Figure
6). The results of consonant discriminations by the toneattending group show no main effect of test but contrast
[F(8,136)=13.277, p<0.001] (see Figure 7). The results of tone
discriminations by the tone-attending group show main effects
of test [F(1,17)=9.340, p=0.007] and contrast [F(9,153)=72.315,
p<0.001] (see Figure 8). The results of tone discriminations by
the consonant-attending group show no main effect of test but
contrast [F(9,153)=55.503, p<0.001] (see Figure 9).

Figure 3: Results of the AXB discrimination task in pretraining and post-training tests of consonant-attending group.

Figure 6: Mean errors of consonant discriminations by
consonant-attending group (n=12).

Figure 4: Results of the AXB discrimination task in pretraining and post-training tests of tone-attending group.
T-tests also show significant differences of the accuracy in
the identification task between the first session and the second
session in the perceptual training of both consonants
[t(17)=5.568, p<0.001] and tones [t(17)=5.854, p<0.001]. The
results are combined and shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7: Mean errors of consonant discriminations by toneattending group (n=12).

Figure 5: Results of the identification training combining both
consonant-attending and tone-attending groups.
Four two-way ANOVAs were conducted to examine error
patterns of the AXB discrimination task by target sounds and
attending-group. The factors are test (two levels: pre and post)
and contrast (nine levels for consonant: b-p, b-pʰ, p-pʰ, ɡ-k, ɡkʰ, k-kʰ, ɕ-tɕ, c-tɕʰ, tɕ-tɕʰ; ten levels for tone: 22-33, 33-55, 2255, 22-24, 22-41, 33-24, 33-41, 55-24, 55-41, 24-41). None of
the ANOVAs show an interaction between test and contrast.
The results of consonant discriminations by the consonant-

Figure 8: Mean errors of tone discriminations by toneattending group (n=12).
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Despite these difficulties in discriminating certain phonetic
categories in Southern Min, Mandarin learners’ accuracy in
discriminating aspiration contrasts and pitch contrasts increased
after they were directed to attend the target categories during
training. Increased accuracy in the identification task from the
first training session to the second training session (Figure 5)
suggests a process of perceptual learning, i.e., detecting the new
phonetic categories, selecting the reliable perceptual cues,
processing in working memory, and transferring to long-term
memory [16, 17, 20, 21]. Importantly, the effect of learning
carries over from the first session to the second session on a
later day indicating a reasonably lasting effect.
The speaker variability in the current study’s testing and
training stimuli increased the difficulties of discriminating and
identifying the target sounds (cf. [22, 23]). The use of varied
speakers during training likely enhanced participants’
discrimination ability in the post-training discrimination test
with different speaker stimuli indicating a broadly applicable
representation of these phonetic categories independent of
particular speaker productions.

Figure 9: Mean errors of tone discriminations by consonantattending group (n=12).

4. Discussion
The results (Figures 3 and 4) indicate that the consonantattending group improved in discriminating consonant contrasts
and the tone-attending group improved in discriminating tone
contrasts after the identification training. However, even though
both groups were equally exposed to the same training stimuli,
the consonant-attending group did not improve in
discriminating tones after training and neither did the toneattending group in discriminating consonants. These results are
consistent with the findings in [2] of Hindi by American
English speakers in which the group instructed to attend to
consonants during training demonstrated learning of
consonants while the group instructed to attend to vowels
instead did not demonstrate learning of consonant contrasts.
The current study reconfirms that explicitly directing learners’
attention during perceptual training facilitates learning new
phonetic categories whereas the unattended phonetic categories
show no improvement. This study expands those earlier results
in that both target categories (consonants and tones) were
learned during training and in this study one attended category
was tone which had not previously been tested.
The error patterns in the consonant discrimination tests
show more errors in the /b/-/p/ contrast and the /ɡ/-/k/ contrast
than any other consonant contrasts (Figures 6 and 7). This
presumably is because of the lack of voiced stops and thus no
/b/ and /ɡ/ in Mandarin. The VOT (voice onset time) difference
between voiced stops and voiceless unaspirated stops is less
robust than that between voiceless unaspirated stops and
voiceless aspirated stops. Accordingly, the discriminating
accuracy of /b/-/ph/ and /ɡ/-/kh/ was significantly higher than
that of / b/-/p/ and /ɡ/-/k/.
In the tone discrimination tests, there were more errors of
level tone contrasts (22-33, 33-55, 22-55) than any other tone
contrasts (Figures 8 and 9). This is not surprising since
Mandarin has only one level tone (55) and height contrasts
between level tones are difficult to perceive for Mandarin
speakers. That the 22-33 contrast had the highest error rate of
all the tone discrimination tests is predictable too since there is
a lack of mid-level and low-level tones in Mandarin. Other tone
contrasts were much better discriminated because there was
always contrast between a contour tone and a level tone or a
contrast between falling and rising tones. These results
reconfirm the previous finding that Mandarin speakers rely
more on pitch slope than pitch height to differentiate tones [1,
18, 19].

5. Conclusions
Endogenous orienting of attention to specific phonetic
categories during perceptual training has clearly enhanced the
learning of these phonetic categories. Mere exposure to
unattended phonetic categories during training appears to have
had little effect. The categories each group attended to were
presented not only within the same stimuli, but within the same
simple syllable. This suggests that attention is specifically to
particular acoustic properties rather than there merely being a
timing of attentional resources to particular times during stimuli
presentation. The role of attention in the learning of relatively
conscious categories (such as grammar or meaning) has been
well established, but it appears to be vital for the acquisition of
a broad range of phonetic categories as well. Future work will
involve comparing the effect of orienting attention on learning
novel tones for speakers of a different tone language
(Mandarin) with that for speakers of a language without lexical
tone (English).
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